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Abstract
Successful analysis of video data requires an integration of
techniques from KR, Computer Vision, and Machine Learn-
ing. Being able to detect and to track objects as well as
extracting their changing spatial relations with other objects
is one approach to describing and detecting events. Differ-
ent kinds of spatial relations are important, including topol-
ogy, direction, size, and distance between objects as well as
changes of those relations over time. Typically these kinds
of relations are treated separately, which makes it difficult to
integrate all the extracted spatial information. We present a
uniform and comprehensive spatial representation of moving
objects that includes all the above spatial/temporal aspects,
analyse different properties of this representation and demon-
strate that it is suitable for video analysis.
Introduction
The field of Qualitative Spatial and Temporal Representa-
tion (QSTR) is now quite mature, with many calculi hav-
ing been defined, and their computational properties having
been well investigated(Cohn and Renz 2007). Increasingly,
these calculi are being used for applications ranging from
natural language semantics, robotics, GIS, and of particular
concern to us here, high level interpretation of video data,
e.g. (Sridhar, Cohn, and Hogg 2010; 2011b). The appli-
cation of QSTR in video interpretation has been advocated
for a variety of reasons; prime amongst these is that noise,
and unimportant variations in occurrences of events can be
abstracted away from at a qualitative level, rendering occur-
rences of events of the same kind identical, or at least much
more similar.
Depending on the behaviour of the objects involved, it
can be appropriate to model many different aspects of space.
These include mereotopology, in which case one of the RCC
calculi have been used (Sridhar, Cohn, and Hogg 2010;
Dubba, Cohn, and Hogg 2010), relative trajectories or di-
rection (e.g. (Fernyhough, Cohn, and Hogg 2000)). Other
aspects of qualitative spatio-temporal information could be
relevant, including relative sizes (Gerevini and Renz 2002)
and relative speed (Delafontaine, Cohn, and de Weghe
2011). As has been remarked (Wo¨lfl and Westphal 2009),
the task of combining multiple representations is not en-
tirely trivial, and a choice has to be made between an in-
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Figure 1: Two rectangles A and B and their projections
(left). How the projections define the 9 cores (right).
tegrated calculus, and a loose combination of separate ones;
however in the latter case there can be representational in-
efficiencies due to overlapping aspects of the calculi, which
can also cause issues for inference, in particular detecting
inconsistencies (Gerevini and Renz 2002).
Since a common representation of objects in video analy-
sis is to use their minimum bounding rectangles (MBR)(de
Campos et al. 2011; Thirde et al. 2007), rather than a more
precise shape representation (although these are also used),
we focus here on an integrated spatio-temporal representa-
tion for such rectangular regions. The fact that all regions
are one-piece, rectangular, and aligned to the spatial axes,
allows a number of representational efficiencies to be made.
A Comprehensive Rectangle Representation
In this section we formally define, motivate and explain our
new representation. Our goal is to develop a comprehen-
sive rectangle representation that allows us to represent all
required spatial information between 2 rectangles. This in-
cludes the topology, direction, size, distance, and motion,
which refers to the change of the other aspects over time.
Topology and direction between 2 rectangles is captured
by the Rectangle Algebra (RA) (Balbiani, Condotta, and del
Cerro 1999). The RA projects 2 axis-parallel rectangles A
and B onto the x and y axes, which leads to 2 correspond-
ing intervals on each axis. It then takes the Interval Algebra
(IA) (Balbiani, Condotta, and del Cerro 1999) relation be-
tween each pair of intervals and defines an RA relation as
a pair of IA relations, one for each axis (see Fig. 1). Since
there are 13 IA relations, this leads to 13∗13 = 169 different
RA relations. It is then straightforward to extract topology
(e.g. their RCC8 relationship (Cohn and Renz 2007))1 as
1This is possible since the rectangles are aligned to the axes – in
well as the external direction between A and B. To some
degree we can also obtain the internal direction between A
and B. Representation of motion is very limited in the RA
as it is only possible to represent changes of RA relations
over time, e.g. if (<,<) changes to (m,<) we know that
A moved closer to B on the x axis. That is we only repre-
sent qualitative changes in topology or direction, but cannot
represent intermediate changes such as “A is moving closer
to B” that do not lead to a change in topology or direction.
This requires additional size and distance information.
Consider again Fig. 1. The RA compares the interval re-
lations between [sA, eA] and [sB , eB ] and between [s
′
A, e
′
A]
and [s′B , e
′
B ]. However, in order to represent relative move-
ment of rectangles over time, we need to look at other in-
tervals. E.g., assume that eA is before sB , then the rela-
tive change of the length of interval [eA, sB ] corresponds
to whether A moves closer to B or away from B in the x-
direction. Similarly, if the 2 intervals [sA, eA] and [sB , eB ]
overlap and if the interval [sB , eA] becomes bigger, then
A and B overlap more. If [sB , eA] becomes smaller, then
the area of B that is not overlapped by B becomes smaller.
These different intervals are also useful in the static case as it
allows us to express internal directions: e.g., that B is inside
A and that it is in the bottom left corner of A.
In this way each possible interval between the points sA,
sB , eA, and eB on each axis carries information and allows
us to specify the relationship between 2 rectangles and how
it changes over time in a much more expressive way than
only considering RA relations.2 For 4 endpoints sA, sB ,
eA, and eB we get up to 6 different intervals between these
endpoints, on both axes up to 12.3 It will always be the
case that sA < eA and sB < eB , but depending on the
RA relation between A and B, it is possible that 2 of these
endpoints are identical and we get only 3 different intervals.
If 2 pairs are identical, we get only one interval on that axis.
Topology and Direction We propose a representation that
captures all this information and allows a very detailed
and comprehensive representation of the spatial and spatio-
temporal relationships between rectangles (see Fig. 1).
Definition 1 (region of interest, core). Given a 2D space U
with 2 reference axes x and y and 2 rectangles A,B ∈ U
that are parallel to x and y. Projecting A and B to x and y
gives us 2 intervals [sA, eA] and [sB , eB ] on x and 2 intervals
[s′A, e
′
A] and [s
′
B , e
′
B ] on y. For each axis, we rename and
order the 4 endpoints of the 2 intervals such that x1 ≤ x2 ≤
x3 ≤ x4 and y1 ≤ y2 ≤ y3 ≤ y4.
The region of interest for rectangles A,B (written
roi(A,B)) is the rectangle bounded by the intervals [x1, x4]
and [y1, y4]. The regions bounded by the intervals [xi, xi+1]
and [yj , yj+1] are the cores of roi(A,B), written as
corei,j(A,B), for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3. We call the intervals
[xi, xi+1] and [yj , yj+1] for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 the core intervals
general, for non aligned rectangles and non-convex regions, it is not
possible to infer the RCC8 relationship from an RA relationship.
2This holds even if we use what could be called RA-INDU, the
extension of RA that uses INDU (Pujari, Kumari, and Sattar 1999)
for representing relations between the underlying intervals.
3These are called the implicit intervals of IA in (Renz 2012).
on x or y, or the core widths and core heights, respectively.
It is clear that roi(A,B) consists of exactly 9 cores. Since
the underlying core intervals can have length 0, each core is
either a rectangle, a line segment, or a point. The cores form
a 3x3 grid that divide the roi into 9 zones. A core is either
part of A or not part of A and similarly for B. This leads
to 4 different states. We introduce a 5th state in order to
distinguish cores with a lower dimension.
Definition 2 (core state, region state). Given 2 rectangles
A,B ∈ U , their roi(A,B) and its 9 cores corei,j(A,B),
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, the state of a core, state(corei,j(A,B)), in
short statei,j(A,B), is defined as follows:
If corei,j(A,B) is a two dimensional region, then:
statei,j(A, B) = AB, iff corei,j(A, B) ⊆ A ∩B
statei,j(A, B) = A, iff corei,j(A, B) ⊆ A−B
statei,j(A, B) = B, iff corei,j(A, B) ⊆ B −A
statei,j(A, B) = , iff corei,j(A, B) 6⊆ A∧ corei,j(A, B) 6⊆B
If corei,j(A,B) is a line segment or a point, we
set its state to ∅. We write the state of roi(A,B) as
a 9-tuple state(A,B) = [state1,1(A,B),state1,2(A,B),
state1,3(A,B),state2,1(A,B),state2,2(A,B),state2,3(A,B),
state3,1(A,B),state3,2(A,B),state3,3(A,B)]
Since A and B are rectangles, it is clear that not all states
are possible. In fact the set of all cores that are part of a sin-
gle rectangle A, i.e., that have state A or AB, must always
form a rectangle too. Therefore, there are only 36 differ-
ent possibilities of how A and B can be distributed over the
cores.
However, not all combinations of the 36x36 assignments
are possible states. E.g. if all 9 cores are part of A (and
thus have either state A or AB), then only the centre core
(core2,2) can have state AB, since in all other cases some
cores would have state ∅. We can show that only 169 differ-
ent states are possible, corresponding exactly to the 169 RA
relations (see www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/qsr/cores for a depic-
tion and their correspondence with the RA relations).
Theorem 1. Given 2 rectangles A,B and their roi(A,B),
there are 169 different states state(A,B); these have a 1-
to-1 correspondence to the 169 relations of the RA.
Independent of how the 2 rectangles move, the location
of each of the 9 cores with respect to its neighboring cores
always stays the same, they always touch each other at the
boundary. Since the cores can have zero width, it is possible
that non-neighboring cores touch each other as well. This
case is clearly determined by the state of the cores, and hap-
pens only if a core in the middle of a row or column (i.e.,
i = 2 or j = 2) has state ∅. Since location of cores and
corresponding RA relation between cores are determined by
state(A,B), which covers the topology and direction be-
tween rectangles, the main additional information we can
get is the size of cores as well as their width and height. It
is clear that all 3 cores in the same row have the same height
and that all 3 cores in the same column have the same width.
Therefore, the width and height of all cores only depends
on the length of the 6 corresponding core intervals [xi, xi+1]
and [yj , yj+1], respectively, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3.
Size and Distance For the purpose of video analysis, the
exact values of the width, height, and area of cores is gen-
erally not important. Instead, we are mainly interested in
relative size measures. By comparing which core is larger
than which other core, we can infer information such as rel-
ative closeness of rectangles. E.g., A is contained in B and
is close to the bottom right corner of B. By comparing how
the size of a core at one time point compares to its size at
the next time point we can infer how objects move relative
to each other. Given 6 intervals, we have to keep track of
15 relative size comparisons (6 ∗ 5/2 = 15) between these
intervals. However, rectangles can consist of multiple cores
and in order to accurately compare their sizes, we may have
to compare the sizes of combinations of cores together. This
gives us 6 possible intervals on each axis, the 3 core inter-
vals plus all possible unions of neighboring core intervals, a
total of 12 intervals. We call these 12 intervals the rectangle
intervals (RIs) [Xi, Xj ] and [Yi, Yj ] for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4,
which give us 12 ∗ 11/2 = 66 different size comparisons.
A comparison of the relative size of the area of the 9 cores
requires keeping track of 9 ∗ 8/2 = 36 different relative size
relationships. A relative size comparison of all 36 possible
rectangles would lead to 36∗35/2 = 630 relationships, even
though many of them can be inferred from other relations.
Changes over Time When comparing changes over differ-
ent time points, we can compare same with same, or we can
compare everything with everything. In this paper we re-
strict ourselves to the same with same case and we compare
each core with itself at different time points to see how the
cores change. If we compare the relative height and width
of cores, we need 6 comparisons altogether, for the area we
need 9 comparisons, one for each core. We can also compare
changes over time between sets of cores forming rectangles,
in which case we have to compare 12 different intervals over
different time points. For comparing changes over time for
all possible rectangles formed by cores, we need 36 compar-
isons. The changes are recorded using a change function.
Definition 3 (change function, changes). Given a set V of
k variables v1, . . . , vk over a domain D and an order re-
lation R on D. Vt is the assignment of values from D to
each variable of V at time point t. We define a change
function ch(V) : V 7→ {<,=, >} where ch(vt) = ‘=’ if
vt−vt−1 = 0, ch(vt) = ‘<’ if vt−1−vt < 0, and ch(vt) =
‘>’ if vt − vt−1 < 0. The changes from Vt−1 to Vt for
each of the k variables of V , written as ch(V), is the k-tuple
[ch(v1), . . . , ch(vk)].
Building an Integrated Representation In order to obtain
qualitative information from video, we have to detect and
track the relevant objects and their MBRs. For every pair
of MBRs A,B and in every frame, we then record the 4 x
and the 4 y coordinates of the 4 lines bounding A and B
in both directions. These coordinates define the 9 cores as
described above. We then determine the status of each core
with respect to A and B. This is all the information we need
to extract. All qualitative relations can be inferred from this
information: the RA relations between A and B which give
us topology and direction are derived from state(A,B), all
relative size information between the cores can be derived
from the x and y coordinates of the bounding lines.
Instead of keeping track of 66 different relative size com-
parisons between 2 rectangles A and B, we choose a more
compact representation of the relative size of their cores. We
take the 12 RIs and determine their total order with respect
to their length. Some of these intervals might have the same
length and for some, the order is predetermined due to one
being contained in the other. We then assign each of the 12
RIs its rank in the total order, with rank 1 being assigned
to the smallest interval. Intervals of same size will get the
same rank. If m intervals have the same rank k, then the
next largest interval will get rank k + m. The highest rank
is less than 12 if the largest interval has the same length as
another interval. It is clear that we can obtain each of the 66
different relative size relations between the 12 RIs by com-
paring their rank: if they have equal rank, they have equal
size, the one with lower rank is smaller.
Definition 4 (rank, ranking). Given a set V of k variables
v1, . . . , vk over a domain D and an order relation R on D.
For each assignment of values to variables in V , we can sort
V with respect to R. rank(v) : V 7→ {1, . . . , k} is the rank
of v ∈ V wit respect to R, where same value implies same
rank. The ranking of V , written as ranking(V), is the k-
tuple [rank(v1), . . . , rank(vk)].
Integrating all the concepts we defined so far gives us a
compact representation of the relevant qualitative informa-
tion about 2 rectangles.
Definition 5 (CORE-9, CORE-9+, CORE-9++). Given 2
rectangles A,B ∈ U , their roi(A,B), the set C(A,B) of 9
cores corei,j(A,B), for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, the set C
+
(A,B) that
consists of all 36 unions of cores that form rectangles, the
set of 6 core intervals CI(A,B), and the set of 12 rectangle
intervals CI+(A,B). In order to refer to a specific element
in CI(A,B) we use as superscript the interval/core we are
referring to, e.g. CI
[x1,x2]
(A,B) , or C
[2,3]
(A,B).
CORE-9(A,B, t) is a qualitative representation of rectan-
gles A and B at time t with the following components:
state(A,B), the state of the 9 different cores;
ranking(C(A,B)), the ranking of the core areas;
ranking(CI(A,B)), the ranking of the core intervals;
ch(C(A,B)), the changes of C(A,B) compared to time t− 1;
ch(CI(A,B)), the changes of CI(A,B) compared to time t−1
CORE-9+ uses the 12 RIs CI+(A,B) instead of CI(A,B). In
addition, CORE-9++ also uses C+(A,B) instead of C(A,B)
A CORE-9 relation is any valid assignment of
state(A,B), ranking(CI(A,B)), ranking(C(A,B)),
change(C(A,B)), and change(CI(A,B)).
Note that ch(CI(A,B)) and ch(C(A,B)) are not com-
pletely independent. E.g. if ch(CI
[x2,x3]
(A,B) ) =‘<’ and
ch(CI
[y1,x2]
(A,B) ) =‘<’, then ch(C
[2,1]
(A,B)) must be ‘<’ too.
Expressiveness of CORE-9
CORE-9 integrates a number of different aspects of space.
We have already shown that it covers the RA relations, that
is topology and direction between rectangles; indeed, one
can straightforwardly define RCC-8 relations from CORE-9
and the relations of a qualitative direction calculus such as
the Cardinal Direction Calculus (CDC) (Ligozat 1998). It
is fairly straightforward to show that it also covers relative
size and relative distance and, what is more, that it integrates
these 4 aspects. With this integration, it is possible to further
refine the different aspects. E.g., we can refine the topolog-
ical overlap relation by direction, i.e., from which direction
one rectangle overlaps the other. We can further refine them
by relative size, e.g. how much of a rectangle overlaps the
other one, and by relative distance. Relative distance in com-
bination with the other types of relations is very powerful. It
allows us, for example, to specify if a rectangle overlaps an-
other one closer to the left or right, the top or bottom. Other
relative distance measures can further refine the overlap re-
lationship. We can make similar refinements for the other
topological relations. In addition, CORE-9 allows us to rep-
resent changes of these relations over time. Because of the
relative distance relations, we can also express that rectan-
gles approach each other or move away from each other,
overlap more or overlap less, and in which directions, in
effect defining a form of the QTC calculus ((Delafontaine,
Cohn, and de Weghe 2011) for rectangles, which could be
used, e.g. to model action sequences such as overtaking cars
in a qualitative natural way.
CORE-9 encodes much more than just RCC, CDC and
QTC. It is clear that relative size information is also explic-
itly encoded, via the ranking function of Definition 5. This
allows us, for example, to represent that A is in the bottom
left of B, or that A overlaps B in the x direction more than
in the y direction. CORE-9 can also encode much more di-
rectional information than is possible in CDC: it can encode
internal directions, e.g. to represent that A is in the NE of
B. Also for the case of QTC, it can handle cases where A
and B are not disjoint, so that it is possible to represent, e.g.,
that A is part of B, and that it is moving west. CORE-9 can
also represent that a region is growing or contracting.
There are some things that CORE-9 cannot represent.
Relative speed is one such aspect (the third component of
most QTC family calculi) – it would require comparisons
between arbitrary RIs at different times, not just the same
ones (as is the case in the present ranking function). This
would be a straightforward extension.
Smoothness of CORE-9
A very important property that any useful qualitative repre-
sentation should have is smoothness, i.e., if there are small
changes to what is being represented, there should only be
small changes in the representation. Ideally, only parts of
the representation should change, that correspond to parts
that are changing, i.e., changes should be local. Having
smooth and local changes is particularly important for repre-
senting moving objects in video, where there are often small
changes between every frame. It allows us to define a met-
ric of similarity between different core representations that
captures the degree of change – if only local changes exist,
then two representations will be broadly similar.
In the following, we sketch how small continuous changes
affect our representation. We begin with changes to the state
of the 9 cores and analyse which changes to the 2 repre-
sented rectangles can cause these changes. There are only
two kinds of small continuous changes that have this effect:
(1) if the two rectangles share a common edge segment at
one time point and the change affects the common edge,
or (2) if the two rectangles share a common edge segment
which they previously did not share. Since the change is
continuous, this means that one of the core intervals changes
from non-zero length to zero length, or from zero length to
non-zero length. It is clear that for cores corresponding to
these core intervals the status changes between ∅ and either
A, B, or AB. We can show in a simple case analysis that all
other cores keep their previous states.
Apart from these changes to the state of cores, continuous
changes to the rectangles also lead to continuous changes
in the sizes of core and RIs. It is clear that these changes
lead to smooth and local changes of the sizes relations of
the intervals. However, CORE-9 does not represent these
relations directly, but only the rank of intervals with respect
to their relative size. By analysing how the rank of intervals
can change and how this depends on continuous change, we
can show that intervals that are not involved in a change do
not change their rank, and that intervals that are involved
change rank at most to the next higher or lower rank.
Continuous changes of the represented rectangles are also
recorded in the ch(...) entries of CORE-9. Clearly these en-
tries only change locally, and they change as smoothly as
the rectangles change. As a consequence of our analysis, we
obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2. CORE-9 is a smooth and local representation,
that is, continuous changes to the represented rectangles
lead to a smooth and local change in the representation.
An HMM Framework For Smoothed Relations
In this section we briefly report on 2 experiments comparing
the efficacy of the proposed uniform representation against
the combination of separate representations on actual video
data. First we show that an approach that models topology
and direction jointly performs better in obtaining smoothed
relations, and secondly that this jointly obtained representa-
tion is better at event detection.
We can exploit a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to obtain
smoothed relations from noisy video data, extending the ap-
proach of (Sridhar, Cohn, and Hogg 2011a), which showed
that jitter of RCC8 relations could be thus reduced. The tem-
poral model used the CN graph (CNG) of RCC8: each state
of the HMM is labelled with an RCC8 relation. The tran-
sition probabilities are defined using the CNG of RCC8 in
such a way that transitions to the same state have a rela-
tively higher probability compared to the transition between
states allowable in the CNG and transitions between states
not possible according to the CNG have a zero transition
probability. A novel distance measure between regions pro-
vided the observations for the HMM. The probability distri-
bution between the states and the observations was modelled
by an observation model for each state. It is possible to ex-
tend this formalism and design a HMM for CORE-9. Our
current implementation does not extend to the full CORE-9
representation yet, but focuses on comparing single Multi-
Observation HMM (MOHMM) whose input is defined in
terms of a vector intervals on the x and y axes against the
relations produced by a pair of non-integrated HMMs for
each of the topological and directional aspects separately (a
Parallel HMM architecture – PaHMM(Chen et al. 2009)),
so that at any time it is possible to infer a pair of topological
and directional respectively. Manually annotated spatial re-
lationships are used both for training the parameters of the
HMMs and for evaluating them. The evaluation dataset con-
sists of 36 videos each of 150200 frames and containing one
or more of 6 verbs: approach, bounce, catch, jump, kick and
lift (a subset of the videos and verbs at www.visint.org). The
evaluation of the HMMs involved determining the extent to
which the episodes output by the system temporally align
with those of the ground truth. Accuracy was measured in
terms of the mean and variance of the percentage of tempo-
ral overlap, between the outcome of each of the HMMs and
the ground truth in a 10-fold cross validation: the MOHMM
had an accuracy of 72.5%, while the PaHMM with the sep-
arate representations only had 62%.
In a second experiment, the relationships between pairs
of object tracks obtained by each of the HMMs were re-
represented in terms of a 3 layered graph structure called
interaction graphs(Sridhar, Cohn, and Hogg 2010; 2011b),
between which a similarity measure can be defined and used
to perform learning tasks such as event detection. We used
the event detection framework of the latter paper to learn 2
sets of event models arising from the interaction graphs ob-
tained using PaHMM and the MOHMM respectively. An
event was regarded as being detected if the detected interval
overlapped the ground-truth interval by more than 50%. On
a leave-one out cross validation the event models arising out
of the PaHMM outputs yielded a mean F1 score of 38.6%,
while the MoHMM yielded 44.5%. Thus in both experi-
ments the integrated representation outperformed the repre-
sentations computed separately, giving supporting evidence
for the benefits of the integrated CORE-9 representation. A
full set of experiments for CORE-9 remains to be conducted.
Final Comments
Video analysis presents a challenge to the field of KR. It re-
quires us not only to detect and track objects in video, but to
infer what the objects are doing. QSTR provides an effec-
tive representation for this task as the exact location and ex-
tent of the objects we track is typically much less important
than their qualitative relationships. Many different QSTRs
have been proposed. The hypothesis we have started to ex-
plore in this paper is that an integrated representation may
prove to be more effective, as well as being arguably more
elegant. Our representation is suited for representing rectan-
gles, which is appropriate when objects are represented by
their MBR. Our representation is very compact and can be
easily and smoothly extracted from video. This integrated
approach appears to give better performance on event detec-
tion as demonstrated in a sample dataset.
A variety of future work is possible; some of this has al-
ready been alluded to above. A more thorough experimental
evaluation is also required. A further avenue is to extend the
HMM smoothing to all aspects of the CORE-9 representa-
tion, specifically, the relative size information.
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